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Dear Readers,
We’re only a month from the winter windup as we say hello to Pisces and savor the
mystical cycle that wraps up the astrological year. In the meantime, we can plan our
spring garden, order seeds, check the landscape for soil quality and assess any signs of
new growth. Perhaps you celebrate St. Patrick’s Day by lifting your spirit with lively
Irish music and toasting friends who bless your life. Pisces feels strongly about goals
and finds ways to see them to completion. Gifts include an aptitude for creative arts,
analyzing clues and mysteries and an intuitive vibe in the pit of the stomach. Pisces
love films and music, especially their generational favorites. Pisces are either very
silent or very vocal and miss little that occurs around them. Celebrate your Pisces
friends and relatives with a home-cooked meal, ticket to a musical show, treat at a
favorite restaurant, a dramatic movie, a challenging jigsaw puzzle, lottery tickets, a
gift card to a shoe store or an ice skating venue.

ANNOUNCEMENTS:
Congratulations to JB for winning the January drawing; February’s winner
will be notified on the 28th and will receive a $10 discount toward your next
consultation or report. Those of you who schedule an appointment February 18-March
20 are eligible for a $10 certificate covering appointments booked through March 31.
Fake phone threats and other telephone scams are rampant again. If you don’t
recognize a phone number, don’t answer; a legitimate caller will leave a message. No
matter who they say they are, never give a caller access to a credit card or bank
account when you have not initiated the phone call. Despite the recent government
shutdown, tax scams flourish again with cons filing in your name and claiming a
refund. Use a reputable CPA and file early but never answer questions over the phone

about your finances unless you make the call to an authentic tax professional. Flag
SPAM messages related to banking and financial institutions and send them to the
company’s security department without opening them. Watch social media outlets and
the bug in Face Time that allows others to listen in without a Face Time setup. Be sure
to report opportunists to vendors you do business with when they start bombarding
you with mail about winnings, sales, prizes, applications and other goods you know you
did not order. Happy birthday to A, P, M, B and A!
I accept payments for services via PayPal (www.PayPal.com) where you can use
either credit cards or debit cards directly from your checking or savings account at this
secure site. Although you don’t need one to do business with me, I highly recommend
obtaining a PayPal account -- more and more vendors encourage payment through
PayPal. You won’t have to risk giving permission to vendors to keep your card
information on file and can change the payment method to suit your needs. PayPal
notifies me when the funds have been received in my account. My PayPal address is
through alice.deville27@gmail.com. My phone number is 1-813-374-5398.
Thank you for the lovely Valentine greetings and messages you have sent.
DATES TO REMEMBER IN THIS CYCLE:
FEBRUARY 18: President’s Day Holiday Observed
FEBRUARY 22: George Washington’s Birthday
MARCH 10: Daylight Saving Time Begins; move clocks ahead one hour
MARCH 17: St. Patrick’s Day
MARCH 20: First Day of spring
BIRTHDAY HIGHLIGHTS FOR PISCES
Happy Birthday, Pisces! The symbol of your sign has a spiritual connotation -- the Fish
swimming in opposite directions indicate compassion, imagination and a desire to
understand differences, qualities you cherish as a water sign element. Although closely
affiliated with the 12th House of seclusion, retreat, and regrouping you enjoy personal
freedom and share your generous spirit with loved ones. Behind your soulful eyes, you
have a probing mind and love solving mysteries, embracing romance, watching crime
stories and taking on challenges if you feel passion for the cause. You either take on
too much and don’t want to be realistic when it comes to limiting activities or go radio
silent for days and hang out in your room. Clearing your head means checking into
your personally-created sanctuary to search for the truth or escape from scrutiny.
Some enjoy gambling and love to play the lottery or slot machines, often coming up
with a win, especially if you have a good Jupiter. Certain Pisces daydream a lot and
spend too much time on games, hobbies or killing time while the other half of you are
way too practical to let grass grow under your feet when you have a timeline to meet.
Yours is the last of the mutable signs of the Zodiac with Neptune as your ruler and the
natural occupant of the 12th House of secrets, planning, behind-the-scenes activity,
mysticism, meditation, confinement, convents, escape, charity, handicaps, hospitals,
widows, orphans, secret enemies, institutions, indirect lighting, loose ends, poetry,
and confidential matters. If you have a 1st House natal Neptune, your Pisces traits
accelerate. Spirituality, discovery, deep space, fame and notoriety may be affecting
you now that transiting Neptune in Pisces occupies the heavens through 2026. Use
your ESP especially if this is the year that Neptune is connecting to your Sun as it
will if born March 5-12! You can get out of the fog during this aspect, so pick the best
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dates and clarify priorities because this phase takes an entire year to play out. Your
colors are lime, rose tones, lavender, mauve, purple, sea green, violet and royal hues.
Diverse sources of income are possible via creative ideas that lead to a new beginning.
Shoes purchases compliment your spring wardrobe. Pisces relates to liquids of the
earth including oil and gas; aromatherapy, alcohol, medicinal drugs and illegal drugs,
ether, mesmerizing perfumes, as well as the paternal side of the family. Pisces rising
can be flirtatious, charming and kind especially when you stay calm. This year the Sun
enters your sign on February 18 at 6:04 PM EST and leaves on March 20 at 5:58 PM EDT.
Material in the following section may also refer to individuals with Pisces on the
Ascendant.
Mercury is in Pisces for the entire Pisces period this year and it goes
retrograde on March 5 at 1:19 PM EST in your solar 1st House. The retrograde ends
on March 28 @ 9:29 PM EST but does not leave your sign until April 17. Be sure to look
over important documents. Don’t start any new projects, especially on the station
dates listed here. Check your natal chart for the exact location of this long run of
Mercury in Pisces. Venus starts out in Capricorn and moves to Aquarius during the
Pisces cycle. You may give some serious consideration to planned purchases,
entertainment and speculation as well as how you want to spend volunteer time and
get involved in altruistic causes. Enjoy amicable people and pamper others who show
their love for you. Cherish your birthday and other celebrations. Mars is in compatible
Taurus for the Pisces segment of your birthday year and travels through your solar 3rd
house of communication, education, neighbors, siblings, technology and
transportation. Take care when traveling and watch your words to avoid heated
arguments with others. Take a deep breath and think through responses. Uranus
arrives in this house again on March 6. Expect the unexpected when negotiating.
Jupiter is in adventurous Sagittarius through December 3 in your solar 10th House
of career, ambition, authority, organizations, responsibility, status, and family. Be
sure to watch for openings in desirable firms if you are looking for a new job.
Responsibility increases for many Pisces who look for new challenges or have unfolding
scenarios that call for your personal assistance. Bonuses, raises, awards and other
windfalls are possible, too. On December 3, Jupiter moves to Capricorn and your
solar 11th House which has several key occupants – Saturn and Pluto in Capricorn as
well as the strong eclipses in Capricorn that affect your solar opposite House, the 5th
that holds Cancer. Talk about gaining momentum and being in high focus – watch this
house or wherever Jupiter transits in your natal chart. Saturn is in Capricorn
throughout your 2019 birthday cycle and occupies your solar 11th House of
organizations, groups, clubs, associations, friendships, goals, wishes, altruism,
humanitarian efforts and leadership opportunities. This is a section of your chart
that needs close evaluation, especially if you have planets in this house. A recurring
theme might be “do a relationship inventory focusing on friends and organizations.”
Review your goals and take stock of connections. Which work? Which ones need
elimination? Pare down anything that drains your energy. Those most affected by this
transit are Pisces born March 3-20 right up until your 2020 birthday cycle begins. What
have you learned about the financial stability of your workplace, employer and your
goals in the past year? Are you willing to take on more responsibility? You may be
asked to do so in the coming year, especially if you are interested in demonstrating
leadership skills or competing for a promotion. Are you tuned in to stepping up when
action calls for it? Saturn can be very demanding when time is running out and your
help is vital. Make leading edge contributions and recognition comes your way. Check
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equipment. Saturn in Capricorn usually works well with Pisces. Uranus is in its waning
days in Aries through March 5 and occupies your solar 2nd House of money,
personal income, purchasing power, resources, talent and self-development where
it has been highlighting your interest in work benefits and compensation, monetary
goals, earning power, investment inclinations. Its presence here has meant you
experienced conflicts, shake-ups in your work environment, odd experiences with
monetary affairs, some confusion and even windfalls. You have most likely
experienced most of the changes affiliated with Aries in this house and are putting
finishing touches on plans. Those of you born March 18-20 are most affected. On
March 6 Uranus returns to Taurus for a 7-year journey through your solar 3rd House
of communications, messages, personal and business talks, transportation and all
forms of technical instruments – phones, tablets, servers and mechanisms for
increasing transmission speed. Use the best tools available and engage in quality
communication. During this cycle, those of you born at the very beginning of the
Pisces cycle, February 18-25 will experience the most action. Your neighbors, siblings,
community and daily routine are probably in high focus. With Uranus moving to a
mental house, you have lots to process and think about; education may be part of the
cycle. Many of you undergo ideology shifts and see people and conditions as they
really are, not as what you thought they were. Notice shifts surrounding the conditions
of your commute and changes within the community related to construction,
renovations or altered routes. Rules may be changing -- get ready because you won’t
get much of a warning. Give your brain a workout by enrolling in classes, studying a
language or learning computer applications in a new job. Many new jobs are available
– look for these opportunities if you are unhappy with the status quo. The third house
relates to mental capacity. Since Uranus goes retrograde for a long period of time
each year, expect to find some topsy-turvy energy from August 11 through January 10,
2020. Pisces, your birthday year plays host to your signature planet, Neptune in the
15th-18th degrees of Pisces from February 18, 2019-February 19, 2020 in your solar
1st House of emerging creativity, action, independence, innovation, new
beginnings, personal appearance and preferences, and assertiveness. Those of you
born March 5-12 may find yourself responding to changing circumstances at work or in
your personal life. These shifts may occur on both the conscious and subconscious
level that involve you or others of importance. Be sure you have all the facts. You can
do little to change the minds of those who are stubborn. Focus on your plans for
improving your health, wealth, goals and dreams. If you change stuck patterns, you
may more easily find friends or romance. Break free of ruts. Optimistically welcome
your birthday year and celebrate enthusiastically by sharing light, optimism and a
generous spirit with others. Stay clear of the Neptune fog as a means of escaping from
reality via addictions, drinking, the wrong meds or treatments. Neutralize negative
news and excessive TV, gambling or daydreaming. A balanced life enriches your
cherished goals. Be open to a happy, joyful life. Avoid toxic air and toxic people. Test
your psychic gifts and embrace metaphysics. Pluto in Capricorn in your solar 11th
House makes a positive astrological connection to your Sun Sign especially for
those born March 12-16 and focuses on friendships, associations, groups,
organizations and goals. Existing friendships undergo change because Pluto
intervenes when you are stuck and urges you to find the most compatible
relationships with individuals and groups that share meaningful goals and dreams.
New associations seem inevitable. Saturn is moving through this house as well, so you
will be made aware of any situation you are resisting that needs a change. Let’s face
it, your inclination is to tough it out rather than face it head on and agree that
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conditions aren’t working. Resistance works for only so long and then you simply have
to take off the dirty or rose-colored glasses and take a hard look at what you are
putting yourself through. You may find a vast improvement in the quality of
relationships. Your job may require you to uncover secrets, fiscal improprieties or
information that is partly missing and impedes your work. Workplace procedures
undergo changes and upset the status quo; they have been in a state of flux for a few
years. Use your intuitive gifts to solve problems and assimilate full disclosure. Your
insight may influence productivity in the work environment and compliment your
personal goals. A willingness to change brings quality time with friends and contacts
and yields much deserved blessings.
Eclipse activity makes a strong statement in your life this year with 5 eclipses
as they lean away from the Aquarius-Leo polarities and capture the essence of
Capricorn and Cancer. Eclipses make strong statements related to powerful
opportunities for growth. Pay attention to the natal houses they occupy. The first
solar eclipse of 2019 occurred in Capricorn on January 5 in your solar 11th House of
groups, friendships, organizations and their assets, hopes, wishes, dreams, plans
and professional interests. This eclipse asks you to look at people and conditions that
are upsetting. Where in your life do you run into situations that are aggravating and
create a huge impact on your life? No more hanging onto fears and anxieties. With a
pile of planets and eclipses in the house ruled by Capricorn this year, how do you spell
RELIEF? Two weeks later the first lunar eclipse occurred in Leo, which is also the
last eclipse in the current Leo-Aquarius cycle and its influence lasts until July 16
and beyond. This lunation takes place in your solar 6th House of health, daily
environment, work colleagues, pets, organizational style, health and nutrition. Do you
have any planets in Leo? If so, this one gives you strong clues about where you need
help in staying healthy since Leo rules the back and the heart. Also examine how well
you are communicating with co-workers, eating nutritious food, improving your body
through exercise and ingesting the proper food quantity; and managing tasks related
to your daily routine or household chores. This could be the time to examine your
wardrobe and buy new clothing or shoes, something your Pisces heart loves to do.
Perhaps you’ll change your hair style or color or take up yoga or meditation to learn
new relaxation techniques. Keep dreaming larger than life. Spiritual growth is all
around you this year. Skip ahead to July 2 and you’ll experience 2019’s second
solar eclipse in Cancer at 11 degrees in your solar 5th House of romance, social life,
children, recreation, gambling, sports, vacations and pleasure trips, movies or
other forms of entertainment. Wherever that degree appears in your chart, pay
attention. With a 5th House placement, your risk-taking and lottery playing may
accelerate and bring you a big win. What planets are in aspect to other water sign
planets in your chart and where are they? The connections will describe your personal
story. It especially applies to you if born from March 1-3 or have planets at or around
11 degrees. If you are already in a relationship, the bond may accelerate through an
engagement or a marriage; children play a greater role in your life, and those in your
circle surprise you with delightful gestures or gifts. The second Full Moon Eclipse of
2019 falls on July 16 at 24 degrees of Capricorn in your solar 11th House of goals,
dreams, plans, groups, organizations, political affiliations, leadership in
professional organizations, humanitarian endeavors and your employer’s assets.
This house is a hotbed of activity for you all year and well into 2020 with the presence
of both transiting Pluto and Saturn in residence, so get ready for changes on the
professional or personal level. People come and go and so do authorities. Revelations
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occur regarding the structure of organizations and the way they are managed; ditto
political parties. This is a good year to work on long-term plans. You are a generous
force in encouraging others to be all they can be and improving their life, financial
picture and status in life. Some of you will take up studies, new pastimes or hobbies.
You may travel via a group tour. Several Pisces look to remodeling projects that never
seem to quit. Your creative ideas bring you satisfaction. Be adventurous! The final
solar eclipse of 2019 is a New Moon that falls in Capricorn on December 26 once
again in your 11th House of friendships, goals, groups, organizations and plans.
Much of what we covered in the January and July Capricorn eclipses relates to what is
ongoing and needing your personal touch now. Jupiter has joined the already
transiting planets in this house as of December 3 and you get help from the Universe
on favorite projects and dreams. Depending on aspects in your chart, you may be
revising plans and getting a leg up on a cherished goal. Review your personal and
health goals at year’s end. Enjoy downtime via favorite forms of entertainment. Close
contacts may be vulnerable to changing circumstances. Keep visualizing those lucky
numbers. Be sure to network, listen to favorite music, do something different and take
time to play. One more eclipse occurs before the end of your birthday cycle, a
lunar eclipse in Cancer on January 10, 2020 at 20°in your solar 5th House of
getaways, vacations, romance, risk-taking, gambling, entertainment venues,
children and fitness routines. Anticipate change in routines and new adventures that
you did not previously consider. Enjoy a new image and consider a makeover to perk
up your psyche. For certain Pisces a cruise or a long trip is on the agenda. Order
tickets to a favorite show. Be sure to get plenty of rest because many invitations come
your way. You could receive an award, bonus or raise at the workplace or win the
lottery. Eligible Pisces may retire and spend leisure time on favorite interests,
especially after your 2020 birthday. Embrace joy and upbeat people. Passion resonates
in the positive energy of the 2019 eclipse cycle. Remember if an eclipse falls on your
birthday it takes on higher importance; the same is true if the eclipse falls directly
on one of your natal planets or a sensitive chart point or opposes one of them. If
you are a Pisces and have Cancer, Capricorn or Leo planets or an Ascendant in those
signs, these eclipses are incredibly meaningful. Have fun on your creative ventures and
savor the success. The Law of Abundance invites you to enjoy the best birthday ever!
Peace and blessings.
Famous Pisces include: George Washington, Benicio Del Toro, Dakota Fanning,
Smokey Robinson, Cindy Crawford, Ivana Trump, Emily Blunt, Jennifer Love Hewitt,
Drew Barrymore, Nancy O’Dell, Alan Rickman, Ted Kennedy, Peter Fonda, Billy Zane,
Abe Vigoda, Dominic Chianese, Steve Jobs, George Harrison, Paula Zahn, James
Farentino, Johnny Cash, Barry Bostwick, Chelsea Clinton, Edward James Olmos,
Elizabeth Taylor, Bernadette Peters, Harry Belafonte, Justin Bieber, Ron Howard, Jon
Bon Jovi, Daniel Craig, Jessica Biel, Kevin Connolly, Shaquille O’Neal, Daniel Craig,
Kathy Ireland, Tyler Florence, Anna Magnani, David Faustino, Julie Bowen, Maurice
Bernard, Miranda Richardson, Patrick Duffy, Mitt Romney, Matthew St. Patrick, Jackie
Joyner-Kersee, Emmanuel Lewis, Juliette Binoche, Michael Eisner, D.L. Hughley,
Albert Einstein, Freddie Prinze, Jr., Chuck Norris, Shannon Miller, Rupert Murdoch,
Sam Donaldson, James Taylor, Liza Minnelli, Dana Delaney, William H. Macy, Billy
Crystal, Michael Caine, Rob Lowe, Edgar Cayce, Gary Sinese, Mia Hamm, Lesley-Anne
Down, Eva Longoria, Mark McGrath, Kurt Russell, Nat “King” Cole, Rob Lowe, Queen
Latifah, Lauren Graham, J.Z. Knight, Bruce Willis, Glenn Close, Spike Lee, and Holly
Hunter.
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PLANETS’ POSITIONS FEBRUARY 18 – MARCH 20
Mercury is in Pisces for the entire Pisces period this year and it goes retrograde on
March 5 at 1:19 PM EST at 29 degrees. Although the retrograde ends on March 28 @
9:29 PM EST at 16 degrees it does not leave Pisces until April 17 nearly at the end of
the Aries cycle. This cycle means that you will have to be very cautious about starting
new initiatives and signing important documents. Look them over carefully and
proofread everything. Be sure to look over projects, contracts and deeds. Don’t start
any new initiatives, especially on the station dates listed here; use the time
productively to clean out closets, file, work on already started projects and research
key information. Spiritual themes are part of every day discussions as are projects that
focus on the underdogs. The White House remains highly visible in the wake of
administration revelations and campaign 2020. The eclipses of January continue to
dominate the astrological and global communities for the first half of 2019 and the
momentum continues with 3 more eclipses making news in July and December in
Cancer and Capricorn. Aside from these signs, other signs most affected by this year’s
eclipses are Aries, Taurus, Scorpio, Libra, Aquarius and Pisces. Venus wraps up in
Capricorn on March 1st and travels through Aquarius for the rest of this cycle, an
indicator that icy or rainy weather is ahead, possibly even wet snow depending on the
climate in your area as spring begins. Socially, it can be a very cautious time for fixed
signs. Mars is in compatible Taurus throughout the Pisces cycle and focuses on
matters related to stability, financial fixes, self-development and the use of
diplomacy when differences of opinion arise. On a personal level, you could feel
compelled to look at the tax structure if born a Taurus, Leo, Scorpio or Aquarius or
have planets in these signs. Out of the blue you may find yourself attracted to
someone you meet at a professional or social gathering. Enjoy new connections.
Jupiter travels through Sagittarius and most affects Sagittarians born December 1216 during this month. Jupiter creates challenges for Pisces, Virgo and Geminis with
planets at 20-23 degrees of their signs. Fires signs Aries and Leo and air signs Libra and
Aquarius with planets at these degrees fare well and feel that progress occurs for
initiatives that have been stuck. Make edits to documents or tweak presentations
during this cycle. New opportunities promise a bright future; polish details. Saturn in
Capricorn most affects those born January 7-11 this month and reminds you to
examine legal documents, contracts and work projects related to home or business
and relationships with colleagues and friends. Health checkups are important for many
Capricorns, especially those born around these dates or with planets at 17-19 of
Capricorn. The same is true of the other cardinal signs Aries, Cancer and Libra, born
with planets at these degrees of your sign. If you have been under the weather, see
help from competent medical professionals. Pisces, Scorpio, Virgo and Taurus benefit
from favorable aspects that allow you to examine and refine goals. Hold off putting
them in motion until after March 28. Uranus, the planet of the unexpected has been
highly charged in the lives of Aries born April 18-20 and is eager to wrap up any
unfinished Aries business that has challenged you for the last several years. On
March 6, Uranus enters the security conscious sign, Taurus. It will still make you
scratch your head at unfolding agendas that pave the way for new life conditions.
If you are born April 20-22, you will be aware of Uranus’s presence with planets at 0-1
degrees of Taurus, Leo, Scorpio or Aquarius. Those born with planets at these degrees
in the signs, Virgo, Capricorn, Cancer and Pisces undergo surprises, unexpected gifts,
windfalls and benefits. Although Intensity, shock and high drama may be in the works
for the fixed signs, the events depend on the number of planets affected in individual
charts. The cosmic saying “your life can change in a day” comes to mind as you
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witness truth and revelation through new eyes. Aries, you are on your way to a new
life and most of you have already made the changes that will get you there. Taurus,
you are next and will enjoy Uranus’ presence for 7 years while the Uranus conjunction
to your Sun plays out. Welcome the opportunities you have for the next several years
as you assimilate your power and initiative. Choose new directions. Neptune in Pisces
is currently influencing Pisces born March 5-8 as well as Cancers and Scorpios born
around 15-16 degrees of their signs or with other planets at these degrees. The
strong intuitive vibes allow you to experience your inner knower and a powerful sense
of self-discovery. While you’ll have to clear away debris to get to the heart of
discovery, prepare to receive these important messages that beg to be processed and
provide long-sought breakthroughs. Certain signs like Gemini, Virgo and Sagittarius
with planets at these degrees may have faulty thinking patterns about life or others to
work through so they may truly understand different points of view. If you have
multiple hits on these degrees, you may be experiencing plumbing problems, floods,
crying jags or mental fatigue. A good strategy is to take a break and perhaps schedule
a vacation on the water. For many Pisces, a new romance is in the mill if you are
eligible. Socially, the event you attend may bring you lively discussions with an
intelligent perspective that helps you change your mind about subjects that previously
limited your participation and understanding. Pluto in Capricorn all month interacts
with Cardinal sign people born at 22 degrees of your sign: Capricorn, Aries, Cancer
or Libra; it may also affect your Ascendant or other planets at those degrees.
Pisces and Scorpio benefit, too. Which natal houses does Pluto occupy? Look there for
clues that call for transformation and purging of stuck ideas. Pluto and Mars are in a
jarring square position and reveal information about relationships that need work. On
a global and government level, anger among leaders flares as key individuals feel the
anger and impact of decisions that weaken the confidence of constituents. Speaking
out about damaging policies and coverups comes into play and demands attention to
restore balance. Fibs fly and so does the “fur” when the inaccuracies stand out boldly.
Those with “lucky” charts are in high places and are aided and abetted by special
interest groups who are looking for favors and won’t acknowledge truth. To placate
unease, those in charge change facts to ease pressure from the public. Since Pluto
represents catharsis, advisors, consultants and therapists will be busy while the Moon,
visits Mars and skews objectivity. Those who seek career, financial or personal advice
gain insight regarding next steps and obtain tools to plan accordingly. If you were born
with Chiron in Aries check the house where it resides. Just as the Sun moves into
Pisces, The Wounded Healer moves to Aries and heightens the awareness of those born
March 19-21 related to issues involving family, health, workplace, home and
environmental quality. You may uncover information regarding financial transactions,
long-held secrets and distorted accounts; seek solutions. Assess the facts before taking
drastic actions and use caution in sharing details. Keep Bach remedies on hand to
address emotional angst. A few drops of Rescue Remedy bring relief when processing
grief and those with Aries planets benefit from using Impatiens if you are quick to spill
the beans. Laughter truly is good for the soul.
LUNAR/SOLAR CYCLES
February 18: Sun Enters Pisces 6:05 PM EST
February 19: Full Moon in Virgo, 10:53 AM EST 0°f 42’
March 6: New Moon in Pisces, 11:04 AM EDT, 15°l 47’
March 20: Sun enters Aries a, 8:43 PM EDT, Spring Equinox
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PEOPLE, PLACES AND TOPICS IN THE NEWS
I always save this section for last due to the ever-changing agenda on the world stage
and particularly in our government since the last presidential election. Several readers
pointed out that in last month’s newsletter I wrote that we should watch the
presidential chart around February 5 when the focus is strongly on him and the state
of government. Some wanted to know if I knew the State of the Union address would
be postponed. I had a feeling it might be since the government shutdown was
dominating the news but what I saw was how strongly his chart was – and still is
aspected by planets. Keep watching and read on.
I am sure it is no surprise that readers expressed concern about the direction our
country is taking and what confusion exists with mixed messages and uncovering
secrets; subpoenas for incriminating testimony that unearths discrepancies related to
the last election, Russian intervention and erratic behavior of principals involved in
running the government; declaring a national emergency to obtain funding for building
a wall when the wall’s utility is questionable and Congress does not agree with the
intended plan and escalating cost; delivering a State of the union address that was a
campaign agenda for 2020; investing in an indoor golf course for the White House; and
creating divisiveness among diverse constituents. And these concerns are merely
scratching the surface of what is on our minds. So many long for the healing waters of
compassion and a harmonious path to unite our Nation, complimentary and uplifting
dialog with citizens, respect for past leaders who truly made worthwhile
contributions, trust that truth is on the way, signs that imbalance in the thinking
process is stopped and addressed by those who can make a difference. The Pisces
period treads deep, spiritual waters and allows us to reflect on what we hold dear and
how we can contribute to a better quality of life.
Commonwealth of Virginia politics: I received several comments from readers asking
what is going on in this commonwealth and with its key political figures. Virginia is a
Cancer state, the 10th to join the union, and first ratified the Constitution on June 26,
1788 in Richmond, the capital. During the Civil War, Virginia joined the Confederacy
on April 17, 1861, and was not readmitted to the union until 1870. Virginia is called
the “Mother of Presidents” because 8 presidents were born there (Washington,
Jefferson, Madison, Monroe, William Harrison, Tyler, Taylor and Wilson), five of whom
were slave owners. Racism has been prevalent in the south and this state was known
for its re-enactment of Civil War battles, displays of Civil War monuments and strong
ties to the Confederacy. Virginia’s chart has both early and late degree Cancer planets
in the chart’s 10th House of leadership that either are or will be directly affected by
eclipses in Cancer and Capricorn over the next year. Oppositions to these key planets
from ongoing Capricorn eclipses ignite conjunctions from Cancer eclipses, oppositions
from transiting Pluto and Saturn and from natal Pallas and Dark Moon Lilith in
Capricorn in Virginia’s 5th House of risk-taking, feeding the latent prejudices,
hypocrisies, fragile policies and unbecoming conduct that has been emerging.
Transiting Uranus in Aries has been in hard aspect to Mercury and Uranus in Cancer in
this chart for over a year, strongly contributing to the negative exposure to racial and
sexual misbehavior that has emerged that highlights the charts of the Governor,
Lieutenant Governor and Attorney General of the Commonwealth. The only reason
these disconcerting reveals are no longer front page news is that our Nation’s leader
declared a National Emergency to obtain funds to build the wall. Stay tuned.
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READERS CORNER
I received numerous messages from readers responding to last month’s question about
acing job interviews. Writers were very complimentary about the information, asked
for more and indicated they would pass the material on to co-workers, subordinates,
their children or would use it personally. One writer suggested that women not wear
strong perfumes to interviews. I would include men since some of them wear heavily
scented aftershave lotion/cologne that stays in the air long after they leave the
interview area. I received a number of general questions. In the event you have the
same interests, I am sharing a few of them with you.
Q How do you select questions for Readers Corner? How long is the wait time
for an answer? Does the question have to come from someone with the sign of the
month? Are they confidential?
A. I select questions that are of general interest to readers that can be
answered in a limited amount of space and focus on a particular topic, that are not
too personal and do not give away the identity of the writer. I do my best to address
others’ astrological concerns. For example, some time ago, I received input from three
separate readers within a month – two men and one woman who lived in different
parts of the country and had almost identical questions about the future of their
relationships with long-distance dating partners. That makes a good question and I
answered it. After the publication of the newsletter, the woman contacted me to
complain that the gist of the question sounded like her issue and she felt it was a mild
invasion of privacy. I am careful as possible to avoid this scenario, and I never post an
actual year or location of birth unless I get permission to do so. This woman was the
last of the three to write me about the issue. I felt that since 3 clients were dealing
with it, that was a good one to include in the newsletter. I often save questions to tie
to an upcoming sign so that the problem appears in the appropriate newsletter. If
there is going to be a long wait time, I answer the querent directly well ahead of the
publication of the newsletter (see the question on bonus award below). Often, when a
reader’s birthday is coming up, the questions flow and fit right in with the newsletter
schedule. Everyone experiences the effects of planetary transits and that is what the
responses reflect. Readers are generally thrilled to see they are not the only one
dealing with aspects influenced by critical transiting planets.
Q. What are the top concerns of clients?
A. Clients most often ask about love, finances and health. Love covers all
types of personal relationships and feelings, birth, death, sex, separations, divorces,
marriages, engagements and blocks; finances include money they receive from the
job, career or freelance opportunities and the people connected with these venues
such as bosses, heads of organizations and co-workers and the nature of these
professional relationships; money they have and how they spend it; money they owe
such as mortgages and other debts or loans; legal matters such as wills, estates and
leases, partnership income and education, related skill sets and all forms of selfdevelopment; real estate holdings and construction or remodeling ventures; health
includes both physical and mental conditions, medication, surgery, nutrition,
recreation, physical fitness; participation in sports and attitudes or philosophies about
life, including the conditions of your daily routine .
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Q. A few months before the December holidays, my super generous Pisces
wife, born March 9, learned she would be receiving a $50,000 bonus for finishing a
highly visible project 6 months ahead of schedule. She had never received an amount
close to this windfall and decided to share it with others. After setting aside tax
money and paying off the small balance on her car loan, she invited 12 family
members on a 4-day resort vacation over the Christmas holidays and paid for
everything. We had a great time. While she invited my parents, too, they declined
because they were preparing for an upcoming trip to mark their 45th wedding
anniversary. She then gave them $2,000 to put toward expenses; still had money left
over, bought a new dishwasher and put the balance into savings (we are fortunate to
have no other debt). Later, my mother criticized my wife’s generosity and suggested
she could have contributed to our children’s college fund with this large amount. We
already fund college expenses for our two children. My mother did not offer to return
the $2,000. What planetary aspects were in play here and what is your take on my
wife’s gesture? Thank you for your input.
A. Your wife’s chart received a powerful boost from transiting Jupiter in
Scorpio last year as well as from the solar eclipse in Cancer on July 12 on her Cancer
Moon that led to her generous bonus. Her solid performance paid off. She truly
understands the Law of Abundance by treating relatives to this unexpected getaway.
Celebrate her spirit of caring. The evidence of fiscal responsibility in the way the two
of you handle money is all the more reason not to be critical of her gesture. Your
Mother was out of line in voicing her unsolicited opinion – her Sagittarius Sun is in hard
aspect to your wife’s Sun and she may have expressed disapproval of your wife’s
actions in the past. Don’t bring up the subject unless your Mother does in the future;
then close the door on any criticism immediately. You owe no explanations. Instead
honor what you value about your partner and celebrate the success of your joyful
relationship.
Thank you to all who sent in questions and comments about last month’s
newsletter. I’m glad you enjoyed the Aquarius issue and appreciate your feedback.
QUOTE OF THE MONTH: “Chance favors the prepared mind.” …... Louis
Pasteur
OFFICE HOURS






Monday, Wednesday and Friday: 11 am–6 pm.
Tuesday: 12-6 pm.
Thursday: 1-6 pm.
Saturday: 11 am-4 pm.
All other hours by special arrangement. No Sunday hours.

Information about the sign of the month is general and based on solar charts
that may not address the actual activity in your natal chart. If this is your birthday
month or if you are interested in learning more about how the current cycles affect
you, call me to schedule an appointment for a personal consultation or a coaching
session. Refer a friend who could use a new perspective and receive a $15 discount
toward your next consultation. I look forward to hearing from you.
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CCeelleebbrraattee SSpprriinngg!!
Alice
Alice DeVille
Consulting Services
Office: (813) 374-5398
Follow me on Twitter@AstroOnDemand for astrological tweets.
Website: www.astrologyondemand.com
NOTE: I continuously update both online and postal mailing lists. If you have moved in
the past six months, please send your current address. To be removed from this
mailing list or to make a mailing address change, send a message to
DeVilleAA@aol.com. Many thanks.
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